If a plane 7r, whose coordinates K, X, IJL, V, are functions of the independent variable x in the system of differential equations y" + Pi2%' + qny + 0123 = o,
2X' = -p 21 K + rj\ + v,

2// = (Pl2p21 -4^H)K + 7]fi -p U V,
2/ = (p l2 p 2l -4g 2 2)X -p 2X \x + y\v,
where t\ is an arbitrary function of x.\
The pole of this plane with respect to the quadric Q, The equations of the quadrics Ci, Q2, which osculate the two branches of R's flecnode surface along those line elements which intersect l yz , are (7) ^12(^1^4 -#2^3) -2qx 2 = 0,
where # = gii -#22. The poles of ir with respect to these two quadrics are given respectively by the expressions
From (9) and (10) it results that the lines Ue v he 2 pass through the respective points y, z and hence that the plane x, determined by these three points, contains l yz . Its equation is found to be By making use of conditions (2) the equation of the plane determined by the points d+dd, Oi+ddi, 0 2 +d#2 is found to be
From (11) and (13) we find that this characteristic line is determined by the pair of planes
The points a, 6 are seen to lie in both planes. Again, by making use of (2), we find Equation (14) expresses the condition that the line U<$> shall generate a developable. Equation (15) is the similar condition for l a e. The focal points of these respective lines are seen to be
Combining the above results we may state the following theorem. The plane ir\ is tangent to Q at the point a, and its nullpoint as determined by the linear complex osculating R along lyz is given by the expression (17) Kp2iy -\p12Z.
This point is on the line l yz and is in fact the point of intersection of l yz and Zoiöa, since
The equation of the plane of the points 0, </ >, 0i is 
